
The BARCO 9100 Series, The new range of powerful 
LCD-’light-valve’-projectors

Photokina, Cologne (Germany). BARCO Projection Systems, the Belgium-based world 
leader in large screen projection, introduces a new range of high performance high 

resolution LCD-’light-valve’-projectors: the Barco 9100 Series. Two types are 
available: the BARCODATA 9100 and BARCOGRAPHICS 9100. Based on a 1200 W 
metal-halide lamp and three active matrix LCD panels, these systems allow the user to 

display brighter images than ever before. 

High light output is the main feature of the BARCODATA 9100. Equipped with the new 
1200 W metal-halide lamp and 3 active matrix LCD panels with a resolution of 756 x 556, 

the system features a light output of 3,000 ANSI lumens - twice the light output of the 
conventional LCD projection systems - on screens up to 15 m (50 ft.) wide. This brightness 

combined to the compatibility with all video and computer sources up to 1,180 x 900 
resolution make it ideal for large screen projection at sporting venues, concerts, auditorium, 

public information display ... as well as for rental businesses. 

Compatibility with ultra high resolution sources make the BARCOGRAPHICS 9100 the 
perfect tool for integration in high demanding applications, including simulation, process 

control and virtual reality. Three active matrix XGA LCD panels (1,024 x 768 pixels), 
BARCO’s highly advanced Pixel Map Processor and the integrated video decoder result in 

an unequaled compatibility with all worldwide sources from video up to 1,280 x 1,024 pixel 
workstations. 

Both the BARCODATA and BARCOGRAPHICS 9100 can be found among the most 
flexible projection tools on the market. Next to the standard backlit infrared remote control 

and intuitive on screen menus, BARCO has equipped the units with extensive user facilities, 
such as image size, shift, freeze as well as test patterns, enabling the user to easily adjust and 

control all vital parameters to display bright and razor sharp images. 

Further, BARCO’s latest projection systems are built to be used for projection in all kinds of 
rooms with small, medium-sized or large audiences. BARCO offers a wide range of high 
definition lenses with different throwing ratios to meet various application requirements. 

This range of lenses includes fixed focal length lenses with a throw ratio of 1.2, 2.2, 3.3, 4.0, 
5.0 or 7.0 times the screen width, variable focus lenses with throwing ratios between 1.5-3 

and between 3-5.3 times the screen width and a special anamorphic lens for projection in 
16:9 aspect ratio. Moreover, the systems can easily be installed in table or ceiling mount 

configuration, dual or triple mount configuration and can project onto any front or rear 
screen. 

Both projectors will be fully available from December onwards. 

BARCO Projection Systems is a world leader in developing and manufacturing large screen 
projection systems for a broad range of applications: from entertainment over presentations 

and training to process control and simulation.
 


